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Abstract—Emerging computational tools such as health-
care digital twin modeling are enabling the creation of
patient-specific surgical planning, including microwave ab-
lation to treat primary and secondary liver cancers. Health-
care digital twins (DTs) are anatomically one-to-one bio-
physical models constructed from structural, functional,
and biomarker-based imaging data to simulate patient-
specific therapies and guide clinical decision-making. In
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microwave ablation (MWA), tissue-specific factors includ-
ing tissue perfusion, hepatic steatosis, and fibrosis af-
fect therapeutic extent, but current thermal dosing guide-
lines do not account for these parameters. This study es-
tablishes an MR imaging framework to construct three-
dimensional biophysical digital twins to predict ablation
delivery in livers with 5 levels of fat content in the presence
of a tumor. Four microwave antenna placement strategies
were considered, and simulated microwave ablations were
then performed using 915 MHz and 2450 MHz antennae in
Tumor Naïve DTs (control), and Tumor Informed DTs at five
grades of steatosis. Across the range of fatty liver steatosis
grades, fat content was found to significantly increase abla-
tion volumes by approximately 29–l42% in the Tumor Naïve
and 55–60% in the Tumor Informed DTs in 915 MHz and
2450 MHz antenna simulations. The presence of tumor did
not significantly affect ablation volumes within the same
steatosis grade in 915 MHz simulations, but did signifi-
cantly increase ablation volumes within mild-, moderate-,
and high-fat steatosis grades in 2450 MHz simulations. An
analysis of signed distance to agreement for placement
strategies suggests that accounting for patient-specific tu-
mor tissue properties significantly impacts ablation fore-
casting for the preoperative evaluation of ablation zone
coverage.

Index Terms—Computational model, digital twin, fatty
liver disease, finite element, liver cancer, microwave
ablation.

Impact Statement—This work provides a transforma-
tional framework for employing image-based biomarkers to
create digital twins to enhance patient specificity, inform
clinical decisions, and expand applications of microwave
ablation to treat hepatic cancer.

I. INTRODUCTION

B ETWEEN 1980 and 2015, the incidence of primary liver
cancer has more than tripled, with over 41000 people

projected to be diagnosed in 2023 in the United States [1].
Similarly, in that same approximate period, mortality rates more
than doubled, with over 29000 people dying in 2022. According
to the American Cancer Society, approximately 70% of diag-
noses are exacerbated by factors such as obesity, diabetes, and
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) [1]. In recent decades,
these pathophysiologies have replaced alcohol-related factors
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for developing hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), which is the
most common primary liver cancer [2], [3]. With respect to
curative treatments for liver cancer, transplantation and resection
are the primary considerations; however, the scarcity of livers
and the eligibility for resection are both limited. As a result,
locoregional therapies such as thermal ablation are commonly
used as bridging therapies for resection or transplant. It is also
important to note that thermal ablation plays a role in palliative
cancer management and has been proposed as a first-line curative
therapy in specific presentations of hepatic cancers [4], [5], [6].

While several ablation technologies exist, microwave ablation
(MWA) is regarded as a favorable option for the locoregional
treatment of liver cancer, particularly in patients with small
(≤2 cm in diameter) unresectable tumors [7]. Mechanistically,
MWA is a thermal ablation interventional treatment where an
antenna is navigated to the approximate center of a tumor,
after which it is activated to induce dielectric hysteresis to
desiccate tissue [8]. MWA is the contemporary counterpart to
radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and has seen increasing adoption
because of its faster delivery time, dose delivery characteristics,
and improved patient outcomes [9], [10]. However, despite these
favorable characteristics, typically 15–30% of patients receiving
MWA therapy still suffer from tumor recurrence, especially
those with tumors ≥ 3 cm [11]. These high rates of local tumor
progression are primarily attributed to the incomplete coverage
of the cancer’s pathological extent by the necrotic ablation
zone.

In response to these challenges, new antenna designs have
been proposed to allow the ablation of larger tumors up to 4 cm in
diameter, as well as the introduction of more precise directional
targeting of tumors [12]. One design reported by [13] features an
advanced directional targeting approach by employing a mod-
ified monopole radiating element and parabolic reflectors [14].
This design created directional heating patterns to sculpt targets
in proximity to critical structures and avoid the need for piercing
the tumor volume. Finite element simulations demonstrated
that the proposed antenna had suitable impedance matching for
insertion within a variety of tissue types. Additionally, ex vivo
liver experiments revealed larger ablation zones in the forward
direction when compared with prior designs [13], [14]. Another
experimental approach is the use of thermal accelerants that are
designed to augment microwave energy transmission, resulting
in faster heating and larger ablation volumes [15], [16]. In a
study by Maxwell et al., the use of thermal accelerants was
associated with an average 40% increase in ablation volumes
compared to standard ablations in in vivo swine (22.2 cm3

vs 15.9 cm3) as well as producing more spherical ablation
volumes [17].

While these antenna-based and biological technologies can
enable customized delivery, they do not address the question
of how predictions can be tuned to a particular patient. Given
the emergence of NAFLD as a serious etiological factor associ-
ated with liver cancer, incorporating patient-specific parameters
associated with its progression could potentially enhance health-
care "digital twin" simulations beyond simple patient anatomy
[18], [19]. Briefly described, NAFLD is the excessive influx of
free fatty acids into hepatocytes which promotes triglyceride

accumulation and creates a lipotoxic environment that causes
hepatocyte cell death, liver inflammation, fibrosis, and patho-
logical angiogenesis. This inflammatory response promotes fi-
brogenesis in the liver and drives disease progression [20].
Diagnostically, NAFLD severity is characterized by intrahep-
atic fat content, which can be measured using radiographic fat
quantification imaging such as DIXON MR imaging. mDIXON
imaging studies combine four or more DIXON sequences to
create images that quantify fat, water, iron, and other chemical
shift measurements [21]. These measurements can be combined
to yield image volumes of estimated fat fraction, which are
sampled to assess hepatic steatosis [22]. Pathologically, steatosis
is graded from 0 to 3 based on triglyceride content, where grade
0 (low/normal) = <5%, grade 1 (mild) = 5%–33%, grade 2
(moderate) = 34%–66%, and grade 3 (severe) = ≥67% [23].
In mDIXON imaging, fat fraction ranges have been established
in correspondence with histological grading, constituting grade
0 (low/normal) = <5%, grade 1 (mild) = 6%–17%, grade 2
(moderate) = 17%–22%, and grade 3 (severe) = ≥22% [24],
[25]. Within the context of digital twin modeling, it is important
to understand the impact of these underlying pathophysiological
factors on MWA. More specifically, disease characteristics have
been reported to influence the dielectric and thermal properties
of biological tissue and, as a consequence, potentially affect
thermal dose [26], [27], [28], [29]. These differences in thermal
properties may be especially relevant for HCC because up to
30% of patients present concomitantly with fatty infiltration of
the liver, and up to 70% experience liver fibrosis [11], [30], [31].
When considering the impact of fat on tissue-specific properties,
the literature supports that thermal and dielectric properties
differ between healthy liver and fat, with thermal conductivity,
permittivity, and electrical conductivity being ∼2.5×, ∼4×,
and ∼8× greater for healthy liver over fat, respectively [32].
Unfortunately, clinical dosing guidelines often estimate MWA
lesion extent based on ex vivo experiments using healthy bovine
or porcine livers [26], [33]. Similarly, little to no distinction
is established in ablation forecasting models with respect to
liver health and tumor tissue [26], [34], [35], [36]. This lack
of alignment between device development experiments and the
fundamental nature of disease processes such as fatty liver dis-
ease, inflammation, and fibrosis is concerning [37]. Furthermore,
even if patients were stratified by steatosis grades, imaging
studies have demonstrated that the spatial distribution of disease
can be focal or diffuse with high levels of heterogeneity [37],
[38], [39]. Ultimately, a clinical gap in understanding exists
between clinical disease characteristics and current standards
for appraising thermal ablation. However, advances in com-
putational modeling and data science enable the creation of
healthcare digital twins, which aim to construct comprehensive
models driven by patient data to forecast therapeutic outcomes
[19], [40], [41], [42]. The work presented herein is focused on
addressing this gap by developing digital twin models to forecast
patient-specific ablation margins under challenging liver cancer
presentation.

In previous work, we proposed a computational framework
to transform patient diagnostic and anatomical imaging data
into a digital twin of thermal ablation with patient-specific but
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homogeneous tissue parameters [43]. The imaging data were
used in two roles: to segment the liver parenchyma, and to sample
the liver fat and map material properties using characteristic
equations derived from prior work in mock tissue phantoms.
In this study, the work was extended in three ways. First, an
enhanced digital twin was developed that maps spatially het-
erogeneous material properties based on each voxel of the fat
fraction data. The grades of fat fraction were taken from a prior
disease-state study. Second, ablation is simulated in a patient
with an adenocarcinoma tumor which was sampled for fat con-
tent. Third, the patient vasculature was segmented to create re-
alistic antenna positions for image-guided therapy delivery. The
hypotheses being investigated are that tumor-property-informed
digital twins will produce significantly different forecasts than
traditional homogenous models, and that the choice of guidance
trajectory of antenna placement is an important factor with
respect to optimizing tumor destruction and the preservation
of surrounding tissues. To test these hypotheses, to compre-
hensively integrate fat quantification data into a digital twin
computational model, compare the forecasted ablation volumes
against a model with homogenous material domains, and iden-
tify the importance of ablation placement strategies within digi-
tal twin simulations to inform therapeutic efficacy and treatment
planning.

II. METHODS

This section details the creation and evaluation of a patient-
specific digital twin MWA model incorporating heterogeneous
tissue parameters from imaging data. First, a brief overview of
the digital twin framework is provided. This section continues
by describing the imaging data and image processing meth-
ods, the computational model associated with MWA, material
description of liver tissue parameters, experimental conditions
for investigation of image-guided MWA, and finally, the set of
performance measures for ablation analysis.

A. Analysis Overview

A digital twin framework presented in Fig. 1 is used in the
study herein. It begins with acquiring patient-specific mDIXON
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging data (Fig. 1(a)). The imaging
data are used for three distinct roles: 1) The generation of
a patient-specific three-dimensional computational finite ele-
ment model of the organ anatomy (Fig. 1(b)). 2) The deter-
mination of spatially localized disease-related biomarkers, i.e.,
fat quantification, that are proposed as surrogates for patient-
specific temperature-dependent dielectric and thermal properties
(Fig. 1(c)). 3) To enhance preoperative planning, the hepatic
and portal veins were segmented from contrast-enhanced im-
ages (Fig. 1(d)), and a custom algorithm was used to identify
four placement strategies that navigated around the vasculature
(Fig. 1(e)). Ablations were simulated in a 915 and 2450 MHz
antennae, and both were powered at 60 W for 15 minutes,
the maximum power and time for the MicroThermX Ablation
System (Varian, Palo Alto, CA). Once completed, the ablation
data were exported and processed to analyze ablation volume,
tumor coverage, and damage to surrounding tissue (Fig. 1(e)).

Fig. 1. Analysis overview with (a) mDIXON MR imaging, (b) patient-
specific computational models with an implanted microwave antenna,
(c) fat fraction image-to-grid heterogenous modeling strategy, (d) seg-
mentation and mesh of hepatic and portal veins and the (e) antenna
placement planning for image-guided surgery and the synthesis of a
3D MR-data-driven, patient-geometry-/heterogenous-material computa-
tional model (digital twin) with simulated microwave ablation.
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To thoroughly investigate the local effects of tumor fat, two
digital twins (DTs) are created, Tumor Naïve and Tumor In-
formed. Tumor Naïve DTs assume that the material properties
of the tumor are the same as the surrounding parenchyma, while
Tumor Informed DTs independently model tumor properties via
patient-specific mDIXON fat fraction imaging. If the models
demonstrate that tissue properties impact ablation margins, this
would represent a consequential finding towards advancing the
delivery of locoregional thermal ablation therapy delivery. In
this work, the framework is employed using sampled fat fraction
imaging data from four patients with varying liver fat infiltration
(low, mild, moderate, and high), and one additional model was
included to model a liver with no infiltrative fat. Overall, all
4 antennae placements simulated 5 fat contents, and combined
with the 2 tumor models (Tumor Naïve and Tumor Informed)
resulted in 40 simulations per antenna (915 MHz and 2450 MHz)
to constitute 80 total simulations. The Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center (MSKCC) and Vanderbilt University Medical
Center (VUMC) Institutional Review Boards authorized the use
of de-identified imaging data obtained from one patient in a
bystander study at MSKCC and three patients for retrospective
analysis at VUMC for this research.

B. Imaging and Image Processing

MR imaging data from four patients were retrieved by ex-
perienced physicians at MSKCC and VU with the goal of
ensuring that appropriate patients were considered that received
high-quality fat quantification and contrast-enhanced anatomi-
cal scans. MR imaging data was obtained from a Philips Intera
Achieva 3T MR clinical scanner at VUMC and a GE SIGNA
Artist 1.5T MR clinical scanner at MSKCC. Clinically available
mDIXON sequences (2.38 ms TE, 1.1 ms TR and 4.6 ms TE,
2.3 TR ,respectively) were acquired to generate in-phase, out-
of-phase, water, and fat image volumes with voxel resolutions
ranging from 1.953 mm × 1.953 mm × 3.0 mm to 2.083 mm
× 2.083 mm × 5.0 mm over a transverse field of view [44],
[45], [46]. In addition, contrast-enhanced T1 image volumes
were acquired at a resolution of .9766 × .9766 × 2.5 mm
and co-registered to the mDIXON image volume. Images in
Fig. 1(a) depict MR images of the water content, fat fraction,
out-of-phase, in-phase, and a T1 image with contrast for one
patient.

The percentage thresholds to stratify fat infiltration levels
were based on clinically defined thresholds [24], [25]. Fig. 2(a)–
(d) depict segmented fat fraction images for a low-, mild-,
moderate-, and high-fat patient, and Fig. 2(e) displays a nor-
malized histogram of the fat content for each. It is noteworthy to
observe the considerable variance in fat percentages within an
individual liver for each patient and among the patient cohort.
In previous work, it was demonstrated that in the case of dis-
tributed (non-focal) fat deposition, a voxel-by-voxel mapping of
changes due to disease performed very similarly to a model that
assumed homogeneity but at the corresponding diseased state
grade [47]. While it may be sufficient to model the parenchyma
using homogenous material properties under some conditions,
fat quantification values associated with the tumor, however,

Fig. 2. (a)–(d) Fat fraction image with liver fat segmented (shown as
a semi-transparent red overlay) in patients with low-fat (a), mild-fat (b),
moderate-fat (c), and high-fat (d). (e) Histogram of fat-encoded intensity
values of 4 patients belonging to different steatosis grades (low, mild,
moderate, high). The average fat percentages are shown in legend.

demonstrated to be a significant heterogeneity as compared to
the surrounding parenchyma.

C. Computational Model

With respect to the biophysical computational model, the 3D
finite element model was created in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.6
(COMSOL Inc, Burlington, MA) to simulate electromagnetic
wave propagation and heat transfer in a patient-specific liver
model in 915 and 2450 MHz coaxial antennas with a single ring
slot powered at 60 W for 15 minutes [48]. The mesh resolution
was set as 0.02–2 mm for the tumor and microwave antenna and
0.5–3 mm for the liver. For every time step, the convergence
criterion error tolerance was set to 1e−6. The propagation and
absorption of electromagnetic waves radiating from the antenna
in the model, assuming no existing charge, is described by a
simplified form of Maxwell’s electromagnetic wave equation in
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three dimensions in the frequency domain,

∇×
(
μ−1
r ∇× �E

)
− ω2

c20

(
εr − jσ

ωε0

)
�E = 0 (1)

where the material properties are the relative permeability μ−1
r ,

relative permittivity εr, and electrical conductivity σ [S/m]. ω
[rad/s] is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic wave,
c0 [m/s] is the speed of light in a vacuum, and �E [V/m] is the
electric field strength. Boundary conditions followed the work of
[49] and invoked an applied scattering condition at the exterior
of the liver to enable the effect of transparent transmission,
core conductive material realized as−→n × �E = 0, and the source
modeled as a port boundary condition. The microwave source
was modeled as a port boundary condition adopted from COM-
SOL (1998–2023b) and was simulated via the S-parameter port
boundary conditions,

S =
∫port 1 ((Ec − E1)E

∗
1) dA1

∫port 1 ((Ec∗E1)E∗
1) dA1

(2)

where Ec is excitation plus the reflected field, E1 is the electric
field of the port, and A1 is the area of the port boundary [50].
Electromagnetic waves were modeled as perfectly matched lay-
ers. Heat transfer was modeled using Pennes’ Bioheat equation,

ρCp
∂T

∂t
= ∇ · k∇T + (ρbCp,bωb) (T − Tb) +

1

2
σ
∣∣∣ �E

∣∣∣2
(3)

where ρ [kg/m3] is mass density,Cp [3450 J/kg·K] is the isobaric
heat capacity of liver tissue, k [W/m·K] is thermal conductivity,
T [K] is the current temperature, ρb, Cp,b, ωb, and Tb are the
density [1000 kg/m3], isobaric heat capacity [J/kg·K], perfusion
rate [1/s], and temperature [37 °C/ 310 K] of blood, respec-
tively [51]. The first term ∇ · k∇T is a conservation statement
regarding heat flux using Fourier’s Law for heat conduction.
The second term (ρbCp,bωb)(T − Tb) describes heat loss by

blood perfusion. The third term 1
2σ| �E|2 is heat generation due to

absorbed electromagnetic energy in [W/m3]. Boundaries along
the liver parenchyma were set to the temperature of the human
body (37 °C). Internal boundaries between the phantom and
ablation antenna simulated saline cooling within the antenna
with a convective heat flux condition,

�n · (−k∇T ) = h · (T − Text ) (4)

where �n is the normal vector to the element, k [W/m·K] is
the thermal conductivity, h [980 W/m2·K] is the heat transfer
coefficient, T [K] and Text are the current temperature, and the
saline temperature [23 °C/300 K], respectively [48], [51]. Taken
in their entirety, (1) and (3) account for heat transfer, heat storage,
and perfusion exchange in a living tissue modeled as a solid
medium exposed to a microwave electromagnetic field. While
(3) provides a distribution of thermal energy over time, it does
not express the level of thermal damage, which is associated
with a temporally evolving thermal dose.

More specifically, thermal tissue injury is conventionally
expressed with the Arrhenius damage integral. In (COMSOL,
1998–2022a), the degree of thermal injury, α, is defined by the

temporally evolving Arrhenius integral,

α (t) = α0 +

∫ t′

0

(
Ae−ΔE/RT (t)

)
dt (5)

The degree of tissue injury over time, α(t), is a function of
initial injury α0, frequency factor A [7.39∗1039 1/s], activation
energy ΔE [2.577∗105 J/mol] to induce tissue damage, the uni-
versal gas constant R [8.314 J/mol·K], and temperature history
of the liver tissue T(t) [K]. The fraction of damaged tissue (θd)
can then be determined by,

θd = 1− e−α(t) (6)

where θd represents the percentage of cell death. A threshold
of θd > 0.98 was used to indicate cell necrosis. This specific
Arrhenius expression produces values in range of 0-1, where 1
indicates complete cellular destruction, and has been established
to accurately calculate necrosis resulting from thermal damages
[52], [53], [54], [55], [56]. While the above discusses the bio-
physical phenomenon of microwave ablation, the relationships
that will establish the specificity of the digital twin regarding how
disease factors affect simulation predictions need to be defined.

D. Constitutive Equations for Material Properties

1) Mapping Properties Based on Fat Fraction Biomark-
ers: Fat fraction values were used in the context of mapping
functions for biophysical properties. In mDIXON imaging, the
fat-to-water signal ratio establishes a fat fraction parameter,
which represents the percentage of fat in a given volume of
tissue [22]. The intensities of the fat fraction image were directly
mapped into material properties and imported into the digital
twin finite element model [47]. A material mixture equation to
describe fat-dependent dielectric and thermal material properties
is expressed as follows,

m (f%) =
(
(mliver −mfat) e

−τk∗f%
)
+mfat (7)

Where f%, mliver, mfat are the fat fraction percentage
derived from imaging data, the material property value (m)
sought for liver and fat, respectively (note, the fitting (7) was
used for all properties). The exponential factor e−τk was derived
from a previous mock tissue phantom study and is listed in
Table I [48]. It is important to note that parenchymal liver and
tumor are treated somewhat differently in the deployed use of
(7). Table I lists the dielectric, thermal, and perfusion properties
of liver parenchymal tissue at all steatosis grades as one specific
value, i.e., a homogeneous value within the liver parenchyma.
For this determination, the average fat percentage (determined
by mDIXON image analysis) across the entire liver (excluding
vasculature) was calculated and then used within the context
of (7) to estimate the respective liver parenchymal material
property. This approach reflects previous work in which it was
found that the difference in therapy simulations was minima
when comparing a homogeneous description versus a mapping
of properties voxel-by-voxel within the context of diffuse disease
[47]. Given that the patients in this study presented with diffuse
fatty liver disease, this approach was appropriate for the liver
parenchyma. However, while the presence of intertumoral fat
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TABLE I
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

in hepatic cancer is widely acknowledged, the dielectric and
thermal material properties of fatty tumors are not as well under-
stood [57], [58]. Given that the tumor tissue is in close proximity
to the microwave excitation source, the digital twin models
favored a voxel-by-voxel mapping of material properties using
(7) throughout the segmented tumor volume. Finally, blood
perfusion ωb is described to vary between healthy and cirrhotic
liver perfusion values as a function of fat fraction percentage as
well with complete cirrhotic perfusion rates saturating at a fat
fraction of 35% [24], [25], [59].

2) Incorporating Thermally Dependent Material Perfor-
mance: Modeled liver and tumor tissue, as described in (7),
allows the computational model to modify its material prop-
erties in response to fat content within the tissue. However,
this description is insufficient, as MWA involves rapid tissue
desiccation through water vaporization [60]. To accurately repli-
cate this process, the model must also account for thermal
changes and water loss that occur within the liver tissue by
incorporating temperature-dependent material properties. The
approach adopted in this work follows the experimental work of
Silva et al., who validated their mathematical expressions against
reported ex vivo data investigating thermal properties [29]. The
analytical function describes the characteristics change of each
material property – i.e., thermal conductivity and volumetric
heat capacity – as a function of temperature (T) in the range
from 20 °C to 100 °C,

Y (T ) = a+ b∗ecT (8)

with a, b, and c as regression coefficients that fit the data values
from the experiments and associated literature. The coefficient
a is associated with the initial value of the material property.
For thermal conductivity, because the digital twin represents
heterogeneous material properties, a is defined as the material
property at each voxel according to (7). When graphing (8),
thermal conductivity remains at a relatively constant value until
liver tissue reaches approximately 70 °C, which then experiences
a 2-fold increase in value. Similar behaviors have been reported

TABLE II
TISSUE THERMAL REGRESSION MODEL

in ex vivo tissue experiments and were directly referenced by
Silva et al. [28], [61], [62]. Due to the lack of extensive data on
the effects of infiltrative liver fat on volumetric heat capacity,
the digital twin simulations consider this property to remain
constant. Additionally, the equation establishes that volumetric
heat capacity is relatively constant until liver tissue reaches
approximately 65 °C and experiences a greater than two-fold
increase and peaks at 100 °C. For this work, the coefficients
for a, b, and c for each thermal property were derived from the
regression work by Silva et al. are reported in Table II (note,
the value of R2 from that fitted work ranged from 0.93–0.95)
[29]. Tissue that exceeds 100 °C was assigned to have properties
as described by Deshazer et al., where thermal conductivity is
modeled as [26]

k (T > 100 ◦C ) = k ∗ (1− .00092 ∗ (100 ◦C − 37 ◦C ))
(9)

Volumetric heat capacity above 100 ◦C returned to baseline
values, as there is insufficient data to predict values above 100 ◦C
[29], [62].

E. Dielectric Properties of Tissue

Dielectric properties of liver tissue are dependent on the
excitation radiofrequency. In this work, two clinically relevant
excitation frequencies were used in our mock antennae, 915
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MHz and 2450 MHz [63]. Electrical conductivity ranged from
0.79–0.88 [S/m] at 915 MHz and 1.68–1.95 [S/m] at 2450 MHz.
For 915 MHz, an electrical conductivity of 0.861 [S/m] was
selected as the baseline for tissue with no infiltrative fat [37],
[64]. For 2450 MHz, O’Rourke et al. measured the electrical
conductivity and relative permittivity of an ex vivo tissue sample
and reported that healthy tissue had an electrical conductivity of
1.68 [S/m] [65]. For this study, at 915 MHz and 2450 MHz,
the electrical conductivity of fat was approximately 0.268 [S/m]
from Hasgall et al. [37]. With respect to relative permittivity,
liver tissue is greater than fat, with estimates of 45.8 to 50.8
for liver tissue and 10.8 for fat at 915 MHz [32], [66]. In
this study, the relative permittivity for liver tissue without in-
filtrative fat was considered to be 46.8 for 915 MHz and 43.0
at 2450 MHz.

For both frequencies, it can be inferred that the electrical con-
ductivity and permittivity decreases when the liver has increased
intra-tumoral fat. However, with respect to current knowledge,
the relationship between fat infiltration and dielectric properties
are unknown. A previous investigation by Collins et al. fit a
mathematical relationship between electrical conductivity and
fat in a mock liver tissue phantom that consisted of agar, albumin,
and varying percentages of fat content [48]. Similar to previous
experiments [43], initial values from Hasgall et al. and Curto
et al. were used to seed the mixture model of (7). The parameter
values are reported in Table I. Recall, fat quantification imaging
data for all subjects reflected a diffuse disease presentations fatty
liver disease. As a result, dielectric properties of the liver were
assumed homogenous within digital twin simulations of each
patient and were modeled using the average material property
values as reflected in Table I.

Concerning the effect of local tumor tissue properties on
MWA, previous studies estimated that hepatic tumors had con-
ductivity values between 0.88–1.99 [S/m] and relative per-
mittivity values between 57.09–54.88 at frequencies between
915 MHz and 2450 MHz [65]. Specifically, O’Rourke et al. esti-
mated that the conductivity of tumor tissue is approximately 26%
greater than the surrounding tissue, while relative permittivity is
approximately 20% greater [65]. In this study, tumor tissue was
assigned its electrical conductivity and relative permittivity ac-
cording to material relationships associated with fat quantifica-
tion imaging, (7), and voxel-by-voxel. It is interesting to note that
when sampling the original imaging scan, there was a 50% dif-
ference in liver fat between the tumor and the surrounding liver
parenchyma (6% vs. 14%, respectively). Although the metastatic
colorectal carcinoma (mCRC) in this study did not exhibit the
identical percentage increase as indicated by O’Rourke et al., it is
noteworthy that the fat quantification parameterization yielded
higher conductivity and relative permittivity compared to the
surrounding parenchyma (a common assumption in models that
involve dielectric properties) [65]. This discovery implies the
potential use of imaging biomarkers, such as fat quantification
imaging, as proxies for tissue properties. For the Tumor Naïve
DTs, the tumor is assumed to have the same fat content as
the surrounding parenchyma. For the Tumor Informed DTs, the
voxel spatial heterogeneity from the acquired imaging data was
translated into material properties directly.

Fig. 3. Liver (brown) with 4 hypothetical antenna placements (a)–(d)
(pink, green, tan, and blue, respectively) targeting the center of the
mCRC tumor (brown). Additionally, the major vasculature of the hepatic
vein (blue) and portal vein (red) are depicted. The bare area of the liver
is highlighted (green) and the reference system is shown in A ( θ◦,Φ◦).

F. Thermal Properties of Tissue

Reported values for thermal conductivity (k) in healthy liv-
ers range from 0.48–0.54 [W/m·K] independent of antenna
frequency. Early literature sources report thermal conductivity
at approximately 0.48 [W/m·K], but these estimations were
derived from tissue experiments at room temperature (25 °C)
[67]. A more recent study from Mohammadi et al. describes
the thermal conductivity of ex vivo porcine liver submerged
in a heated water bath as a function of temperature where the
thermal conductivity was as high as 0.537 ± 0.009 [W/m·K]
at body temperature (37 °C) [62]. Another study by Guntur
et al. calculated the thermal conductivity of ex vivo porcine
liver at 37 °C to be approximately 0.520 [W/m·K ] [27]. For
this work, an estimate of 0.52 [W/m·K ] was selected as the
baseline thermal conductivity for tissue with no infiltrative fat,
following the values given by [32] and supported by Guntur
et al. For the variations in thermal conductivity as a function of
fat content, (7) was employed; and as noted, an average value
for the liver parenchyma, and a voxel-by-voxel mapping within
the tumor based on fat percentage values were used.

G. Antenna Targeting Strategy

In addition to the liver parenchyma and tumor structures, the
anatomic features of the hepatic and portal vasculature were
segmented using 3D Slicer [56]. All structures were imported
into MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and then used within
a custom planning utility to create four candidate placement
strategies (Fig. 3). For reference, image-guided MWA interven-
tions typically involve patients placed in the supine position and
rotated to facilitate access to the left or right side of the liver [8],
[57]. In the patient presented in Fig. 3, the tumor was located
in segment 7 with approximate Feret dimensions of 24 × 35 ×
28 mm3 and volume of 11.7 cm3 [68]. Its near-organ-surface
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the 915 MHz antenna modeled after a single-slot
SynchroWave ST Probe (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) [48]. and a single-slot
2450 MHz antenna modeled from Cocic et al. [34].

position posterior to the right hepatic vein and proximal to the
diaphragm allows the right side to be more accessible to inter-
ventional MWA trajectories for delivery. To maintain clinical
guidelines, antenna placement strategies fulfilled the following
criteria: All antenna trajectories were ≥5 mm away from the
vasculature and angled as close to the coronal plane as possible
(for accessibility), and the antenna slot targeted the center of the
tumor [57]. Fig. 3 illustrates the orientation of the candidate an-
tennas, with the theta (θ) and phi (Φ) angles described in relation
to the center of the tumor. Placement A is posterior to the right
hepatic vein and approaches from above the branch. Placements
B, C, and D are anterior to the right hepatic vein; B is angled
along the transverse plane, and C and D are positioned between
the secondary branches of the right hepatic vein. With respect to
the ribcage, the trajectories of placements C and D faced away
from the ribcage, but placements A and B partially intersected
with the ribcage and may require hydrodisection to access [69].
The 915 MHz antenna was modeled after a SynchroWave ST
Probe (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) employed in prior research, and
the 2450 MHz antenna was designed by modifying this design
according to other 2450 MHz antenna designs described in the
literature [29], [39], [44], [58]. For reference, the schematics of
the two antennae are depicted in Fig. 4 Lastly, it should be noted
that current clinical guidelines would not consider this patient
for MWA, given the size and location of the tumor. However, its
selection for this study enables comparisons among approaches
within the context of MWA for speculative advances in therapeu-
tic capabilities for this treatment modality. Considering current
constraints on ablation zone size and shape characteristics, it is
anticipated that the whole lesion cannot be completely ablated
with a single conventional 915 and 2450 MHz antenna in this
work; but the results will allow us to understand the spatial
differences in ablation under variable disease in a controlled
manner.

H. Ablation Analysis

The ablation volume was calculated in MATLAB (Math-
works, Natick, MA) using exported data from COMSOL. More

specifically, COMSOL computes the Arrhenius integral value,
(5), throughout the finite element mesh over a temporally evolv-
ing thermal distribution. The experimental procedure involved
a 15-minute ablation simulation, during which solutions were
collected at 15-second intervals. A value of θd ≥ 0.98 for
the integral was used as a threshold to determine the necrotic
tissue volume. Element volumes that met the threshold ablation
were then summed to produce the total ablated volume. To
approximate Feret diameter measurements [68], [70], [71], the
short-axis and long-axis were calculated by fitting an ellipsoidal
surface to the ablation volume. Ablation volumes were analyzed
in the following manner: 1) The final ablation volume and axis
dimensions within the same disease presentation were compared
using a series of paired t-tests at a significance level of 0.05
across all placement strategies to determine the effects of tumor
heterogeneity. 2) The final ablation volume and axis dimen-
sions were calculated and tabulated to allow for comparison
among antenna types. 3) The signed distance to agreement
(SDA) was used to assess the optimization of placements for
tumor coverage and surrounding tissue preservation, particularly
due to the close location of the tumor to the inferior vena
cava and right hepatic vein. The SDA was calculated using
the distance, d(A, Ω), between the ablation boundary point
coordinates (A) from the finite element simulation and the
nearest exterior point coordinates (Ω) of the tumor boundary
mesh segmented from the original imaging data. The geometric
expression is,

d (A, Ω) =

√
(Ωx −Ax)

2 + (Ωy −Ay)
2 + (Ωz −Az)

2

(10)
where each (x, y, z) point coordinate of (A) is utilized. Following
the protocol for measuring isothermal dosing, each point was
identified as either being within the tumor or outside the tumor
boundary, resulting in a negative and positive signed distance
to agreement, respectively [72]. Assuming and Ai as a single
point on the ablation boundary and Ω as the tumor volume,
the signed distance to agreement between ablation and tumor is
defined as,

SDAA−T (x) =

{−d (Ai, δΩ) if Ai ∈ Ω
d (Ai, δΩ) if Ai /∈ Ω

(11)

In summary, SDAA-T color encodes the ablation volume
produced whereby negative values indicate successfully ablated
tumor while positive values represent extra-tumoral ablation.
SDAT-A is the contra-indicative calculation, and color encodes
the tumor volume whereby negative values indicate ablated
tumor while positive values represent regions likely to recur as
they did not successfully reach the Arrhenius threshold. Fig. 5
presents a schematic of SDAA-T and SDAT-A metrics.

III. RESULTS

Table III reports the average final ablation volume, long-axis
diameter, and short-axis diameter across Tumor Naïve and Tu-
mor Informed DTs for the 915 MHz antenna. When comparing
the size of necrotic volumes with and without a tumor in the
presence of equivalent NAFLD disease states, there was no
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TABLE III
ABLATION ZONE MEASUREMENTS 915 MHZ

Fig. 5. Schematic of signed distance to agreement between ablation
zone (red) and tumor (green): (a) SDAA-T color-codes the ablation vol-
ume where negative values indicate ablated tumor and positive values
indicate extra-tumoral ablation (b) SDAT-A color-codes the tumor vol-
ume where negative values indicate ablated tumor and positive values
are recurrence regions.

significant difference in all instances. Examining the effects
of fatty liver disease within each group, no-fat vs. low-fat and
moderate-fat vs. high-fat livers had significantly increased abla-
tion volumes for these comparisons. Only the Tumor Informed
DTs were significantly different when comparing low-fat vs.
mild-fat ablation volumes. It should be noted that when inter-
preting Table III, significance with respect to disease state was
only tested with respect to neighboring states.

Fig. 6 Presents the results in the context of varying the fat
content in the four antenna placements and the presence of
tumors explicitly modeled for the 915 MHz ablations. When
ranking each placement based on the ablated tissue across all
fat contents, Placement A resulted in the most tumor damage,
followed by C, B, and D. Comparing the ablation of surrounding
tissue vs. tumor tissue, approximately 5.25–7.10 cm3 and 4.80–
7.70 cm3 (50–68% and 45–70%) of ablated tissue was tumor
tissue in Tumor Naïve, and Tumor Informed DTs, respectively.
Intriguingly, the tumor damage in no-fat and low-fat content was
greater in the Tumor Naïve DTs, while the Tumor Informed DTs
had greater volumes in mild-, moderate-, and high-fat livers.

Fig. 6. Boxplot of the final tumor ablated volume (cm3) and percent
(%) tumor ablated (915 MHz antenna, 15 minutes at 60 W power) across
all fat contents and antenna placements (A-D) in Tumor Naïve (TN) and
Tumor Informed (TI) digital twins. Original tumor volume is 11.7 cm3.

Fig. 7 depicts the signed distance to agreement (SDAA-T)
between the boundary points of the final ablation volume
(time = 15 minutes) and tumor volume accompanied by the
(SDAT-A) between the edges of the tumor and the boundary
points (BPs) in high-fat livers with the 915 MHz antenna.
The SDAA-T from Tumor Naive and Tumor Informed DTs
demonstrate similar distributions within corresponding place-
ment strategies, indicating a similar proportion of tumor cover-
age. The SDAT-A communicates that all placements resulted in
a central ablation surrounded by a tumor remnant. A and C were
the closest in ablating the superior portion of the tumor, yet also
resulted in the least coverage in the inferior portion of the tumor.
B and D overall had modest coverage in all portions of the tumor
but ultimately resulted in the least ablated tumor volume.

Table IV reports the average final ablation volume, long-axis
diameter, and short-axis diameter across Tumor Naïve and Tu-
mor Informed DTs using the 2450 MHz antenna. Analysis of
the necrotic volumes indicates that tumor characteristics (i.e.,
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TABLE IV
ABLATION ZONE MEASUREMENTS 2450 MHZ

Tumor Informed DTs) significantly increased ablation volumes
in mild-, moderate-, and high-fat liver content. Furthermore, the
long-axis ablation diameter was significantly larger in high-fat
tissues for Tumor Naïve DTs, whereas Tumor Informed DTs
exhibited significantly larger short-axis diameters in tissues with
mild-, moderate-, and high-fat content.

Fig. 8 displays the results in the context of varying the four an-
tenna placements, fat content, and the presence of tumor-specific
properties explicitly modeled for the 2450 MHz ablations. When
ranking each position based on ablated tissue among all fat
contents, A resulted in the most tissue damage, followed by D,
B, and C. When comparing the ablation of surrounding tissue
vs. tumor tissue, approximately 8.9–10.7 cm3 and 8.8–11.3 cm3

(or 70–90% and 80–95%) of ablated tissue was tumor tissue in
Tumor Naïve and Tumor Informed DTs, respectively.

Fig. 9 visualizes the signed distance to agreement (SDAA-T)
between the boundary points of the final ablation volume (time=
15 minutes) and tumor accompanied by the (SDAT-A) between
the edges of the tumor and the boundary points (BPs) in high-fat
livers with the 2450 MHz antenna. The SDAA-T distributions
are similar between the Tumor Naïve and the Tumor Informed
DTs, with slight distinctions in A, B, and D. Across all place-
ment strategies, the maximum SDAA-T is between 7–15 mm
in both Tumor Naïve and Tumor Informed DTs. A distinction
was reported for placements A, C, and D, where the maximum
SDAA-T was lower in Tumor Informed (<12 mm) than Tumor
Naïve DTs (>13 mm). The SDAT-A of the Tumor Naïve DTs
exhibit adequate ablation coverage in the medial portion of
the tumor but decreased coverage in the superior and inferior
regions. Tumor Informed DTs demonstrated near total ablation
coverage of the superior and medial portion of the tumor, with
reduced coverage in the inferior region. Both highlighted that the
irregularly shaped superior tumor border and elongated inferior
portions were particularly challenging portions to ablate across
all placements.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Effects of Fat

The fundamental advances between this work and previous
efforts are the inclusion of temperature-dependent material prop-
erties and the spatial encoding of tumor-heterogeneous material
properties from mDIXON imaging to create Tumor Informed
DTs. Previous research demonstrated that elevated fat content
within tissue leads to increased ablation volume predictions,
compared to tissue with lower fat concentrations [43], [49].
Previous studies also established that elevated intrahepatic fat
acts as an insulative barrier that enables power deposition at
locations farther from the antenna leading to increased ablation
volumes, i.e., the so-called “oven effect” often noted clinically
[73], [74]. However, unlike those studies, the influence of the
tumor and its fat presentation determined by mDIXON imaging
was investigated, and, in some instances (e.g., Table IV (†)),
significant differences between ablation performance with and
without the presence of the tumor were demonstrated. While
our simulation environment enabled us to explore a range of
scenarios of tumor- and parenchyma-presented fat distributions,
it should be noted that the mDIXON imaging that informed
the heterogeneous model of Fig. 4 did represent a 2:1 dif-
ference in fat content when comparing parenchyma to tumor,
suggesting that substantial differences can be present. A notable
finding in this work is that the relative shape and size of the
ablation volumes were consistent within each steatosis grade
across antennae placements. It is also important to recognize
that applying the long and short-axis diameters to calculate
ellipsoid ablation volumes can produce discrepancies to the
true ablation volume. Ablation volumes have been recognized
as irregular shapes but are clinically characterized using Feret
measurements, i.e., largest diameter lengths. While they are
necessary measurements, they are recognized as approximations
[68], [75], [76].
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Fig. 7. Two signed distance to agreements, SDAA-T and SDAT-A

between the boundary points (BPs) of the final ablation volume and
the edges of the tumor in high-fat livers (915 MHz antenna, 15 minutes
at 60 W power). Ablation volumes from high-fat models were selected
to illustrate the maximum ablation coverage possible. Positive SDAA-T

values indicate extra-tumoral ablation margins, i.e., surrounding tissue
damage, while negative values indicate ablated tumor. Positive SDAT-A

indicate regions of incomplete tumor ablation and negative values indi-
cate regions of ablated tumor. The tumor is oriented to highlight areas
in regions with less ablation coverage, and placements A-D are labeled
for (i) Tumor Naïve and (ii) Tumor Informed digital twins.

It is interesting to consider the role of fat in digital twin pre-
diction. Previous work demonstrated that distributed fatty liver
disease in the parenchyma could be represented by its average.
Herein, mDIXON analysis demonstrated that intra-tumoral fat
levels can differ from that of the parenchyma (Table I). This
suggests that in the presence of focal deposits of different fat

Fig. 8. Boxplot of the final tumor ablated volume (cm3) and percent
(%) tumor ablated (2450 MHz antenna, 15 minutes at 60 W power)
across all fat contents and antenna placements (A-D) in Tumor Naïve
(TN) and Tumor Informed (TI) digital twins. Original tumor volume is
11.7 cm3. Fig. 8 Boxplot of the final tumor ablated volume (cm3) (2450
MHz antenna, 15 minutes at 60 W power) across all fat contents and
antenna placements (A-D) in Tumor Naïve (TN) and Tumor Informed
(TI) digital twins.

expressions that are in the near-field of the antenna, ablation
predictions could be different. While the study presented here
did not specifically investigate focal fatty liver disease effects,
the results are suggestive, and further study of fat fraction
presentation (intra-tumoral fat, and focal disease) occurring with
primary and metastatic patients is warranted among patients who
are candidates for locoregional therapies.

B. Targeting With the 915 MHz Antenna

In the 915 MHz antenna simulations, the final tumor ab-
lated volumes increased by ∼42% and ∼60% from no-fat to
high-fat content in the Tumor Naïve and Tumor Informed DTs,
respectively (Table III). Paired t-tests did not find significant
differences in ablation volume predictions in the presence of
tumor-specific properties. A similar finding was established in
previous work using the same antenna design [43]. Analyzing
the results from Fig. 6, approximately 50–65% of the total
ablated tissue was tumor, across all antenna orientations. As
evidenced in Fig. 7, while both the ablation and tumor are
ellipsoidal, the challenging location and size of the tumor are not
optimal for this antenna type. Furthermore, Fig. 7 indicates that
when the ablation volume prediction is maximized, placement
A produces the greatest tumor coverage in the upper and lower
portions. A promising aspect of these results is that the mean and
standard deviation of the ablation volume revealed that antenna
orientation had a negligible effect on the predicted ablation
volume (Table III). This is likely attributed to the antenna design
and microwave frequency, and suggests that this antenna could
be applied to adaptive targeting strategies to ablate large or
nodular tumors [77]. Overall, while the results of the Tumor
Informed and Tumor Naïve DTs reveal that tumor properties do
not significantly affect ablation margins, this analysis is crucial
for understanding the effects and limitations of this specific
probe design (single-slot 915 MHz probe). Considering the
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Fig. 9. Two signed distance to agreements, SDAA-T and SDAT-A

between the boundary points (BPs) of the final ablation volume and the
edges of the tumor in high-fat livers (2450 MHz antenna, 15 minutes
at 60 W power). Ablation volumes from high-fat models were selected
to illustrate the maximum ablation coverage possible. Positive SDAA-T

values indicate extra-tumoral ablation margins, i.e., surrounding tissue
damage, while negative values indicate ablated tumor. Positive SDAT-A

values indicate regions of incomplete tumor ablation, and negative
values indicate regions of ablated tumor. The tumor is oriented to
highlight areas in regions with less ablation coverage, and placements
A-D are labeled for (i) Tumor Naïve and (ii) Tumor Informed digital
twins.

various 915 MHz probe designs, it is unclear whether tumor
properties significantly affect ablation margins at this frequency.

C. Targeting With the 2450 MHz Antenna

In the 2450 MHz antenna simulations, Table IV reports final
tumor ablated volumes increased by approximately 29% and
55% from no-fat to high-fat in the Tumor Naïve and Tumor
Informed DTs, respectively. Furthermore, the presence of tumor
increased ablation volume predictions within steatosis grades,
and produced more spherical ablations compared to the 915
MHz antenna, as illustrated in Table IV, Figs. 9, and 7 The
results in Fig. 9 report that approximately 65–80% and 60–80%
of total tissue ablated was the tumor in the Tumor Naïve and
Tumor Informed DTs, respectively. This marks a substantial
performance increase when compared to the 915 MHz antenna,
which was an anticipated outcome considering that the tumor
has an approximate sphericity of 0.74, which is closer to the
sphericity of the 2450 MHz ablations than the 915 MHz ablations
(0.6–0.75 vs. 0.25–0.30, respectively). Additionally, it is well
established that 2450 MHz antennae result in larger and more
spherical ablation margins at a similar thermal dose compared
to 915 MHz [34], [63], [64]. Furthermore, similarly to the 915
MHz antenna, neither digital twin could completely ablate the
lower or upper half of the tumor.

As per the established protocol for MWA ablation therapy,
all antennas were directed toward the center of the tumor to
maximize ablation efficacy [7]. It is clear that neither antenna
at this particular thermal dose can envelop the entire tumor.
While the 2450 MHz probe has increased coverage, it is also
noted that extra-tumoral parenchyma is becoming increasingly
involved. While over-ablation into surrounding parenchyma is
not typically a problem, nearby high-risk structures such as bile
ducts and extrahepatic anatomy may need to be considered in
other tumor presentations as surrounding tissue is increasingly
impacted [78]. Conventionally, MWA is not considered overly
conformal, hence the guidelines of favorable outcomes when
treating tumors less than 3 cm [7], [79]. However, if the therapy
is to extend beyond these constraints, more conformal delivery
with improved planning, varying frequency, and antenna design
is a pressing need.

In addition, there is growing interest in developing targeting
strategies that maximize tumor destruction in the context of com-
bination therapies. One of the reported challenges of partial ab-
lation for combination therapy is to maximize tumor destruction
while controlling tumor remnants [61]. For example, microwave
ablation can be followed with transarterial chemoembolization
(TACE) to destroy tumor remnants but requires vasculature
near the tumor remnant to be preserved for the administration
of chemotherapeutic agents [80], [81], [82]. Poorly planned
ablations could complicate this procedure by occluding small
vasculature, which could interfere with TACE delivery [83],
[84]. Another recent strategy is the simultaneous application of
multiple antennae to ablate large tumors while still preserving
surrounding tissue [85], [86], [87]. In future work, developing
targeting strategies to steer the ablation zone towards distal tissue
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Fig. 10. Microwave ablation volume in a high-fat Tumor Informed Dig-
ital Twin using a 915 MHz antenna (a) and a 2450 MHz antenna (b)
in antenna placement C. The region of overlap between the ablation
volume and the right hepatic vein is highlighted in a white outline.

while preserving vasculature to focus on controlling the tumor
remnant would be intriguing [88], [89].

D. Analysis of Ablation Margin Extent to
Surrounding Tissue

In this study, tumor coverage and ablation margin extent are
described using a 0 mm tumor margin to analyze topographical
features. In clinical practice, it is recommended to ablate 5–10
mm beyond the tumor as a ’safety margin’ [7], [90]. Figs. 7 and
8. visualize the signed distance to agreement between the tumor
and ablation volume (SDAA-T) for the 915 MHz and 2450 MHz
antennae, respectively. This signed distance calculation is nec-
essary for understanding the ablation boundary’s extent outside
the tumor. Ablation extent and tumor coverage were illustrated
by calculating SDAA-T and SDAT-A, respectively, which were
then annotated on the tumor mesh. Analysis of the 915 MHz
antenna data showed that all digital twins had an SDAA-T >
25mm, which can indicate consequential damage to surrounding
tissue, especially when considering the tumor’s proximity to
the surface of the liver and nearby vasculature (Fig 10(a)).
Furthermore, calculating the average surrounding tissue damage
across all antennae placements in both Tumor Naïve and Tumor

Informed DTs revealed that no-, low-, mild-, moderate-, and
high-fat models had a volumetric damage of 3.15 cm3, 3.74 cm3,
4.23 cm3, 4.71 cm3, and 5.99 cm3, respectively. One placement
strategy criterion is that the antenna trajectory navigated around
vasculature, corresponding with clinical practice, yet when visu-
alizing the largest ablation volume for each placement (high-fat
at 15 minutes) along with all the liver structures, there was partial
overlap with the right hepatic vein in placements A, B, and C
(Fig. 10(a)), likely due to the fact that the ablation volume was
not yet known [7], [91], [92]. Although some have reported that
transthoracic ablation can be safe, it is not considered favorable
[93]. With this context, intuitively, placement D would appear
to be the safest and most accessible route but was compromised
by having the lowest tumor ablation characteristics.

In the 2450 MHz antenna, Fig. 9 illustrates that all digital
twins had an SDAA-T <15 mm, which is an improvement, but
the distribution reveals that the majority of the boundary points
were outside of the tumor, which would indicate a greater degree
of surrounding tissue damage; However, when visualizing the
data again, there was minimal overlap with the right hepatic
vein (Fig. 10(b)). Figs. 6 and 8 provide precise measurements of
tumor coverage, which is a primary concern due to the tumor’s
location, and by extension damage to surrounding tissue, both
of which are crucial for intraprocedural planning and naviga-
tion. Upon closer inspection, calculating the average surround-
ing tissue damage across all antennae placements strategies in
Tumor Naïve DTs revealed that no-, low-, mild-, moderate-, and
high-fat models had 2.76 cm3, 3.02 cm3, 3.74 cm3, 3.88 cm3, and
4.71 cm3 volumetric damage, respectively. Correspondingly,
surrounding tissue damage in Tumor Informed DTs, no-, low-,
mild-, moderate-, and high-fat models had 2.61 cm3, 2.92 cm3,
4.31 cm3, 5.51 cm3, and 6.29 cm3 respectively.

If signed distance to agreement were to be applied as a metric
for a guidance system, the signed distance between the tumor
and ablation volume (SDAT-A) should be used to preoperatively
interrogate tumor coverage in the context of whole tumor ab-
lation or complete ablation of tumor regions [90]. Achieving
a successful ablation and avoiding residual tumor tissue or
recurrence depends on maintaining an adequate safety margin
[79], [94], [95]. While there is no universal agreement on the
exact distance, most experts suggest a margin of 5–10 mm
[96]. As shown in Figs. 7 and 9, this use of signed distance to
agreement is similar to how Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy
is planned and evaluated to achieve total tumor coverage [97],
[98], [99]. Additionally, the signed distance between the ablation
volume and the tumor (SDAA-T) should be minimized to control
surrounding tissue destruction. A paper by Groves et al. de-
scribes using signed distance as a performance metric for needle
insertion in mixed reality applications using similar principles
described herein [100]. The specific ablation visualizations of
ablation coverage presented Figs. 7 and 9 would be adapted for
use in planning to prioritize the view of the ablation volume
and the tumor, but it would be valuable to provide annotated
signed distance information as an optional mode. In addition to
these metrics, selecting a trajectory that avoids large vasculature
(>1 cm in diameter) should also be considered when possible.
In application, it would be feasible to integrate these methods in
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an image-guided therapy platform, like the Cas-One IR system
(CASCINATION, Bern, Switzerland), or a customized surgical
guidance system based on existing open-source software such
as 3D Slicer [101], [102], [103].

E. Limitations

One limitation of the work is the availability of fat quantifi-
cation imaging within the context of MWA and locoregional
therapy. In this work, fat quantification scans were acquired
in the context of routine surveillance or diagnostic workup.
An extensive understanding of these biomarkers is a pressing
problem and is somewhat under-investigated. As background,
tumors in previous work established tumor permittivity, thermal
and electrical conductivity to be approximately 19%, 16%, and
44%, greater than liver parenchyma, respectively [65], [66].
For the simulations reported herein, the relationship mapping
liver parenchyma material properties was based on experimental
work within mock tissue phantom studies that utilized fat content
as a surrogate. The reality is that an in vivo understanding of
these biomarkers is currently unavailable [37], [65]. Because the
model directly adapted work from Silva et al., the study did not
include constitutive models to capture the effects of temperature
on dielectric properties and in the future it would be valuable
to include these relationships in a custom ablation model [26],
[29], [104]. Additionally, we have not modeled certain local
phenomena, such as triglyceride melting above 65 °C or tissue
contracting from water loss, which can potentially affect the
appearance of postoperative ablation [105], [106]. Additionally,
the local effects of large vessel perfusion nor the effects of heat
were not modeled, and although the antennae tip was placed
∼2 cm away from large vessels, literature data suggest that the
peripheral margins of the ablation zone near large vessels would
be reduced [8], [26]. Work in radiofrequency suggests that the
coagulation produced by ablation zones close blood vessels and
can ultimately reduce local perfusion [107].

The work in this paper was based on a presentation where
the tumor average fat fraction was approximately 5.56% while
the surrounding parenchyma was approximately 12.7%. This
distribution indicates an "oven effect" phenomenon that has
been noted clinically and aligns well with physician experiences.
Previous work indicates that the presence of more conductive
tumors lead to larger ablation volumes. [74], [108]. In tissue
analyses, like those performed by O’Rourke et al. and Shetty
et al., it was observed that tumors had higher conductivity than
the surrounding liver, but supportive data is limited [65], [109].
Ultimately, extensive patient sampling is necessary to better
understand presentations, particularly in the context of emerging
pathophysiologies such as NAFLD.

As exemplified here, material property values that spanned
low-, moderate-, and high-fat livers were used for the
parenchyma, while tumor fat content presentation values were
mapped from patient data. From Table I, the liver parenchyma of
the no- and low-fat contents are more conductive than the tumor
in these cases, which consequently did not produce the oven
effect. The predicted ablation volumes in the Tumor Informed
DTs were smaller than the Tumor Naïve DTs, which deviates

from previous work [43]. Contrarily, the parenchyma of the
Tumor Informed DTs for mild-, moderate-, and high-fat con-
tent was less conductive than the tumor in these presentations.
These observations would represent conditions where the "oven
effect" likely increases predicted ablation volumes (Tables III
and IV).

The current framework reported herein was designed to thor-
oughly process and create a high-quality investigative computa-
tional model. Using this strategy would require approximately
7-8 hours for a placement strategy to be simulated—from the
time a patient is imaged to a complete ablation analysis (Fig. 1).
In this work, the whole liver and the vasculature were care-
fully, manually segmented in 4-6 hours (Fig. 1(a) and (d)).
The computational model is predeveloped beforehand, and only
the tumor and liver mesh and material property data, which
are generated using customized algorithms, are required to be
imported. The duration of the simulation is dependent on the
duration of the ablation, which was, on average, 3.5 hours.
Finally, data post-processing is streamlined with custom code,
which takes 15 minutes to process and visualize. The desktop
computer used in this study has the following specifications:
64-bit Windows 10, AMD 78-core 3593 MHz processor, 48 GBs
of RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060 graphics card with
6 GB VRAM.

The two primary limitations of this framework are the seg-
mentation of the liver and vessels and the finite element models.
Reducing the segmentation time would be feasible if using
semi-automatic techniques instead of manual work. Currently,
algorithms exist to segment whole livers and large vessels in
magnetic quantification images- which can significantly reduce
manual effort [110], [111], [112]. The finite element simulations
require the most computational resources to forecast one anten-
nae configuration. Because of the model’s complexity, there are
no alternatives to replicating the results with other methods.
Fortunately, there is emerging machine learning research to-
wards replicating finite element simulations using time-varying
networks. However, these these networks require existing sim-
ulation work to accurately forecast [113].

The exploration conducted within this manuscript is intrigu-
ing. While conventional MWA therapy has patient stratification
constraints that limit its use to what is perceived as the most
efficacious use, these decisions limit the deployment of the
technology due to a lack of perceived controllability [76], [114].
The digital twin model presented in this work is considered a tool
of discovery, where the goal is to comprehensively document the
effects of tissue composition on forecasted ablation volumes.
An important extension of this work would be to explore power
configurations beyond 60W to explore the differences in ablation
coverage within and between antennae models. Additionally,
the analysis of the digital twins also serves as a platform for
developing strategies that would enable better predictability in
clinical practice.

Overall, the investigation here suggests that healthcare digital
twin approaches combined with novel antenna designs, combi-
nation therapies, or multiple probe ablations may be essential in
moving MWA to a more conformal therapy that could be used
in a wider range of indications.
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V. CONCLUSION

Ablation is employed as a curative treatment for early-stage
clinical presentations of hepatic cancer and has taken on a critical
role in disease management to bridge patients to transplant,
improve quality of life, and contribute to novel combination ther-
apies [88], [89], [115]. Additionally, the incidence and compli-
cations of liver cancer have been observed to be exacerbated by
metabolic disorders associated with an evolving disease popula-
tion, namely, the increasing incidences of cancer with NAFLD
[2], [3], [7], [38]. This study presents a transformative concept
for employing image-based biomarkers to enhance patient speci-
ficity, interventional planning, and treatment delivery in relation
to fatty liver disease. Additionally, the illuminating landscape
on relevant liver-based biomarker imaging modalities such as fat
quantification, perfusion, elastography, etc., promotes captivat-
ing possibilities in promoting a more conformal patient-specific
delivery of thermal therapies [116], [117], [118]. The ability to
link quantitative and anatomical imaging to develop navigational
strategies and evaluate the performance of therapeutic delivery
is critical when considering the adaptation of therapies in the
context of an evolving disease and an attempt to increase in-
dications for The use of MWA. The work herein reinforces the
importance of utilizing quantitative imaging biomarkers to tailor
treatments to individual patients, which may be instrumental in
improving patient outcomes and accommodating the dynamic
nature of disease progression.
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